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from the editor’s  desk
Happy Holidays to YOU ALL !! 

2015 has come to an end and the New Year - 2016  will 
dawn in a few days! We are grateful for being able to 
witness yet another season of joy and warmth and for 
making it through the year in perfect health. 

Health and wellness are vital factors to our existence. 
The ability to live life with vitality can only be realized 
through health and wellness. It is imperative to have 
greater awareness about our health, as well as physical 
and mental wellness. Emphasizing this fact, our cover 
story brings the successful journey of a 'wellologist', 
whose health and wellness campaign, as well as determi-
nation to change her lifestyle was crowned with success.  

As we focus on wellness, we must remember to include 
leisure and recreation. There is no better way to manage 
stress than to take vacations at least once a year. Tak-
ing vacations and relaxing with family and friends will 
contribute to our overall wellness and can help to allevi-
ate stress. Traveling to a new country will also provide 
new experiences and memories,while making it possible 
to meet new people and learn new cultures. In this re-
gard, Global Connections, our brand new column, will 
be FAHARI's Travel Channel to take you on a virtual 
tour to some of the world's finest vacation destinations.

A society's future depends on the practical and spiritual 
molding of its youth. Based on the significant role played 
by the youth in building a nation, our Society & Youth 
column will introduce you with the initiator of a youth 
project, aimed at educating and inspiring talented young 
men and women. 

In Writers' Corner, Dr. Renee Bovelle continues to 
share her advice about the health and beauty of our eyes. 

Let me, once again, extend warm Holiday wishes from 
our Editorial Team! 

May this New 2016 be embellished with 
PEACE, LOVE, TOGETHERNESS !  

Helina Teferra Mekonnen
Editor-in-Chief 

Jewelry: Sassy Silk choker 
by Terry Tabor
Photo: Wendy Studio



Partial view, dining at Pure Nuphoria Bed & Breakfast
Courtesy: Candice Camille’s Collection
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our sisters’ Voice 
Health & Wellness

business continued and led to the birth of her current well-
ness and breakfast business;a de-stress zone, designed as a 
place of solace and soulful living.  
 
Candice is a cancer survivor, who declared victory over 

tracheal cancer, that debilitated her from 1992-1996 (tra-
chea is a membranous tube conveying air to and from the lung; 
the windpipe). 

After tremendous research and self-reflection, I discovered 
that my healing must come from within”, Candice notes, 
explaining her post-cancer experience. “I found that physi-
cal fitness, combined with good nutrition is the only way to 
optimize the body from the inside out.” She realized that 
there is a better way to care for herself and embarked on 
her “journey to wellness”.  Not only did she become cancer-
free, but an advocate of physical fitness and overall wellness, 
as well. Following her learning of self-love and the desire to 
share it with others, Pure Nuphoria Bed & Breakfast fed 
her quest to create a place of peace and wellness. Nestled 
in Tantallon North, the heart of  historic Fort Washing-
ton - Maryland, Pure Nuphoria is nothing, but a warm, 
serene energy with simple elegance of a bed and breakfast 
escape. Integrating charm with modern conveniences,Pure 
Nuphoria,with its four beautifully-themed guest rooms, is 
‘the place’ for a memorable getaway, meeting and gathering. 
The guest rooms at Pure Nuphoria, themed ‘Pure Essence’, 
‘Pure Nirvana’, ‘Pure Bliss’ and ‘Pure Panache’ are designed 

Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. 
is a non-profit organization, founded 
to provide a platform for women to 
come together,
 network and share their vision and 
dream with like-minded women.
Founded in 2002 by Peggy Morris 
and 3 other sisters, S4SN, Inc. has out-

stretched its tentacles and has become a powerful networking 
group of dynamic business/professional women with an ever-
soaring membership. S4SN, Inc.  is the genuine expression of 
visionary and hard working mothers and sisters of diverse 
professional backgrounds, including the founders of Chase 
the Dream. The Our Sisters’ Voice column, therefore, fea-
tures S4SN, Inc. members to enable them to share experience 
in their professional/personal lives. In this edition, Candice 
Camille S4SN, Inc. lifetime member, will discuss health and 
wellness-related topics.

Health is a dynamic process that changes from time 
to time. We all have times of good health and 
times of sickness. The level of our health is usu-

ally based on our lifestyle. Improvement of lifestyle lessens 
the risk of disease or sickness. The term ‘wellness’ is directly 
linked with enhanced quality of life and personal growth 
through positive lifestyle. Certain factors influence our state 
of wellness, including nutrition, physical activity, stress cop-
ing methods, good relationships and career success.  The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines wellness as “.. 
a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, 
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” Well-
ness matters, because everything we do and every emotion 
we feel relates to our well-being. Maintaining an optimal 
level of wellness is crucial to live a higher quality of life. It 
is important to subdue stress, reduce the risk of illness and 
ensure positive interactions through different dimensions of 
wellness, i.e. physical wellness, mental wellness, social well-
ness, spiritual wellness etc. We thought it is ideal to discuss 
this topic by inviting someone, who has been engaged in a 
wellness campaign that changed her lifestyle.

Our guest, Candice Camille is a wellologist and entrepre-
neur. She owns and manages a wellness bed and breakfast 
business, named Pure Nuphoria. Her dream of soothing 
her clients’ minds/bodies and restore their soul started off 
with Fling and Fitness, a personal training business. That 



Candice: I was a young upward bound student in 
Newark,NJ Public Schools in the gifted and talented pro-
gram. Heading towards a career in Aerodynamics and gift-
ed in Math and Science,I wanted to be an Astronaut. But  
my life took some unexpected turns. I endured child abuse, 
molestation, homelessness, single parenthood, obesity and 
domestic abuse. Instead of flying high above, I was weaving 
and dodging real life below. I survived my struggles and 
thankfully landed firmly on my feet.  I believe the set-backs 
in my life was a set up that made me stronger to deal with 
the biggest come back of my life, which was overcoming 
Cancer. YES, I kicked Cancer behind!! I was studying ho-
listic alternative ways to heal my body,while listening to my 
doctor’s advice. I learned the only way to make your body 
stronger is through good nutrition and movement. And 
physical fitness has become my life line, my center and my 
calm. 

Fahari:  Any particular reason you chose to engage in a 
‘bed & breakfast’ business?  

Candice: I didn’t envision myself in the Bed & Breakfast 
business, but a Wellness Center. I was preparing to open up 
a Wellness Center, when the Bed & Breakfast opportunity 
presented itself. I thought it sounded like a good idea, es-
pecially since it would be a place where I can teach about 
wellness.

Fahari:  No doubt that it took lots of your energy, time 
and money to start the bed & breakfast business; and  te-
nacity to manage its activities. What do you advise readers 
especially women, who plan to start businesses?

Candice: If you are going to operate in your passion at this 
tenacity, IT HAS TO BE A LABOR OF LOVE, because 
it takes a lot of time and energy.  And this is where I am 
going to invoke the Wellologist and say that this is why I 
believe your body must be in order, otherwise you will not 

with modern conveniences,Pure Nuphoria,with its four 
beautifully-themed guest rooms, is ‘the place’ for a memorable 
getaway, meeting and gathering. The guest rooms at Pure Nu-
phoria, themed ‘Pure Essence’, ‘Pure Nirvana’, ‘Pure Bliss’ and 
‘Pure Panache’ are designed and decorated with a touch of el-
egance. They bring tranquility and solace to nourish the mind 
and awaken the spirit. For those, who want to pamper them-
selves, Pure Nuphoria offers a suite of Spa services. Candice 
Camille is the backbone of the business, managing its day-to-
day activities. For guests who stay at Pure Nuphoria she is 
readily available to share her experience in physical health and 
wellness training. She spends her days working one-on-one 
with individual clients, as practitioner for commercial clients, 
providing consulting services on meal planning. Being a can-
cer survivor, she knows the process and the power of thinking 
and being well. 

Candice obtained her Associate degree in Respiratory 
Therapy from the University of Medicine and Dentistry in 
New Jersey, where she worked as a respiratory therapist and 
pulmonary functions technologist. Later on, she transferred 
her skills to Saint Michael’s Medical Center and Children’s 
Specialized Hospital in New Jersey in the same capacity, but 
responsible for maintaining adult and pediatric patients’ opti-
mal lung function. In addition, she serves as Vice President of 
Business Network International (BNI) of Greenbelt, MD; she 
is a member of Women Business Owners of Prince George’s 
County; the Prince George’s Chamber of Commerce; lifetime 
member of Sisters4Sisters Network,Inc. and is  a speaker for 
corporations, youth and women’s organizations. 

With her boundless energy and genuine enthusiasm for life, 
Candice is a source of inspiration. This mother of two and a 
grandmother of five sat down with FAHARI Magazine to 
share her view about life and wellness. 

Fahari:  How is life before and after your wellness campaign?
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Partial view of Pure Nuphoria Bed & Breakfast guest rooms    
Courtesy: Candice Camille’s Collection
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“If you are going to operate in 
your passion at this tenacity, 

IT HAS TO BE 
A LABOR OF LOVE, 

because it takes a lot of 
time and energy.”

Candice Camille
Wellologist & Entrepreneur

Owner of Pure Nuphoria Bed & Breakfast

Courtesy: Candice Camille’s collection



bodies from the inside out, the outer beauty 
that we are looking for will shine through.  

Fahari: On one of your Facebook page 
posts, you have expressed satisfaction about 
helping Cerebral Palsy patients. What exactly 
do you help them with?

Candice: I serve at the community access 
program for UCP of Northern VA/DC; am 
HUMBLED and thankful to work with these 
clients. You never know where your blessing 
will come from. It just happens... so we think!! 
Working with Cerebral Palsy clients 2-3 days 
a week, I do Adaptive Yoga, Range of Motion 
and Chest Physical Therapy. Their response 
to the human touch is priceless through their 
smiles, excitement and overwhelming happi-
ness. Words cannot explain what I see and feel 
from these clients.

Candice’s wellness journey has always been in-
tended to share and teach others, with special 
emphasis on enabling women to take better 
care of themselves. “I love inhaling this well-
ness journey, just as much as I love exhaling 
to teach to others” Candice told Fahari. “I 
made a promise to God that I would help 
others as I helped myself.” In a move to in-
spire and motivate others, Candice has been 
engaged in speaking sessions to assure every-
one that there is nothing impossible for those 
who try.  “Speaking allows me to reach a larger 
audience and share the  importance of taking 
better care of themselves.” 

She proudly states that she turned her story 
from Horrific to Terrific – from the setbacks of 
child abuse, domestic violence, obesity, moles-
tation and homelessness to conquering cancer. 
“Wellness is a state of mind”, Candice con-
firms. “It’s not something that we do, it’s who 
we become! ” 

True to her words, each of us should take charge 
of our health and be on the path to wellness. As 
long as we are able to maintain a lifestyle based 
on good choices and healthy behaviors, we can 
prevent disease, remain fit and strong. In con-
clusion, we express admiration and respect for 
the courageous and visionary Candice,who is 
endowed with the tenacity to fight all odds and 

proved that nothing is impossible for those 
who try.  

be able to keep up with the demands of run-
ning a business. In starting your business it 
has to make you jump out of the bed every 
day. Don’t give into the FEAR (Face Every-
thing and Rise),even though there are things 
and days you won’t want to. In the begin-
ning, there are gonna be more Low’s than 
Hi’s, but if it is something you are passionate 
about, keep going and don’t take “No” for an 
answer - even from yourself.  
  
Fahari: What is your role in food prepa-
ration? Does your meat-less menu mean NO 
meat or LESS meat?

Candice: Preparing meals for Pure Nu-
phoria guests and my commercial clients 
is not an easy task. But because my body 
is in order and I have a good sense of time 
management.  Pure Nuphoria’s Break-
fast during the week is a Continental Lite 
Fare, and on the Weekend, a sit-down home 
cooked breakfast.  I do not invoke the well-
ness meals in the bed & breakfast menu, but 
it is always an option. My wellness clients, 
as part of their package, have their meals 
included with the recipes and instructions.  
Also, they are taught how to prepare them 
during the Boot Camp Program. Whether 
you are a guest at Pure Nuphoria Bed & 
Breakfast or a Wellness Client, my role in 
the food preparation is that to make sure 
that the food you receive are organic meals 
that nourish your body, taste good and are 
visually appealing. All meals should be a 
pleasurable experience. Yes, No meat means, 
NO MEAT!

Fahari: You offer Spa services. Please 
share your opinion about the relation be-
tween wellness and beauty?

Candice: I believe that services like mas-
sage, reflexology, facials, and acupuncture 
should be part of your wellness regimen, 
the main reason we offer Spa services. These 
services help maintain your body at its op-
timum level and should be a necessity ver-
sus luxury. The idea of feeling good and be-
ing happy has a tremendous impact on our 
health. But I think that society has made 
our outer beauty more important than our 
inner beauty. The piece that we are missing 
is that, when we are well and take care of our 
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Healthy meals prepared 
at Pure Nuphoria
Courtesy: Candice Camille’s collection

Healthy meals prepared 
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Courtesy: Candice Camille’s collection

Healthy meals prepared 
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Healthy meals prepared 
at Pure Nuphoria
Courtesy: Candice Camille’s collection
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Poetry & Quotations

“Popular culture is a place where pity is 
called compassion, flattery is called love, 

tension is called peace, gossip is called news 
and auto-tune is called singing.”

Christopher J. G. (Chriss Jami) 1987-present
American author

“Language is the key to the heart of people.” 
Ahmed Deedat (1918-2005)

Muslim Scholar,who grew up in 
South African (of Indian descent)

     

“Knowledge without wisdom is like water in 
the sand.”

Guinean proverb

“ Music and the music business are two
 different things. Music is motivated by 

feeling, while music business is 
motivated by money.”

Erykah Badu; “Queen of Neo Soul” 
(1971-present)

African-American singer/songwriter

Calling Dreams
The right to make my dreams come true

I ask, nay, I demand of life,
Nor shall fate’s deadly contraband

Impede my steps, nor countermand.

Too long my heart against the ground
Has beat the dusty years around, 
And now, at length, I rise, I wake!

And stride into the morning break!
Georgia Douglas Johnson (1880-1966)
African-American poetess, playwright

Member of the Harlem Renaissance  

And unearth yesterday
So that we can prepare our joint grave
You should know that I have no family,
Neither disowned nor distanced – none.

No birthdays , nor Christmas,
No telephone calls. It’s been that way

Since birth for what it’s worth
No next of skin.

Lemn Sissay (1967-present)
Award-winning poet/author of 

Ethiopian descent-born/raised in the U.K
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“The younger generation is vibrant 
with a new psychology; the new spirit 
is awake in the masses. 
Each generation will have its creed.”
Alain Leroy Locke (1885-1954)
African American writer, philosopher, 
patron of the arts ,“Dean of the Harlem Renaissance”

y



”When you learn, you teach. 
When you get, you give.”

Maya Angelou
poet, author and historian 
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youth & society

The youth are an integral part of society and a major hu-
man resource for a country’s development. They are crucial 
to bring social change, technological innovation and eco-
nomic growth. The vision of a country lies in the hands of 
the youth,because they are filled with tremendous ambi-
tions and have the power to transform a nation to a better 
place.  In order to help the young generation become bet-
ter citizens of tomorrow, it is imperative that they get good 
education and opportunity to exercise their talent/ skill.

It is against this backdrop that we brought you a project 
with a vision of shaping the youth for a better future. Hood 

Smart: The Urban STEMulus 
Project is a reality TV show, de-
signed to shift the focus from the 
negative images, often seen on 
reality television to highlighting 
and celebrating the creative ge-
nius of students growing up in ur-
ban communities across America. 
The project specifically shines a 
light on talented African-Amer-
ican students that are excelling in 
Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math.  Ateya Ball-Lacy is the 
initiator and Executive Producer 

of this innovative TV reality show concept. A master edu-
cator, Ateya uses creativity and innovation to inspire stu-
dents to tap into their innate genius and develop passion for 
learning. “We know that sitting in America’s urban class-
rooms are some of the most brilliant students in the world”, 
she told FAHARI. “These students have the ability to be 
the innovative game changers we need to compete in Sci-
ence, Technology, Engineering and Math on a global scale. 
Yet, this brilliance is being hidden and many of our young 
people are falling prey to destructively false messages about 
their aptitude and value. It is time for us to change the im-
age and perception of urban America. Hood Smart changes 
the game to one where teens win by embracing their intel-
lect, heritage and character. 

Ateya Lacy-Ball says she was inspired by the words of the 

the late poet, author and historian Maya Angelou,”When 
you learn; you teach - When you get- you give”. For over 18 
years, she has 
devoted her 
life to giving 
back through 
e d u c a t i n g 
the youth. 
She strongly 
believes that Americans are growing increasingly tired of 
irresponsible television that bombard the society with nega-
tive images and messages about the youth. Her TV real-
ity show aims at shining a light on talented teens that are 
learning to embrace their inner STEM genius and use these 
skills in service to their communities. Her vision is to shift 
the academic and creative genius of African-American 
youth. She is devoted to providing them a national platform 
to observe, celebrate and ultimately, emulate the academic 
prowess of their peers before a national television audience. 
Ateya expresses confidence that she can use her passion for 
education to touch the lives of thousands, maybe, millions 
of young people. She confirms that Hood Smart TV show 
will inspire the youth to aspire to be GREAT by making 
education fun and entertaining. 

A life-long educator and lover of the arts, Ms Lacy is a 
native Washingtonian. She studied dance at Duke Elling-
ton School of the Arts and completed her undergraduate 
studies at Howard University with a BA Degree in English 
and Minor in Secondary Education. She earned her Mas-
ters of Education Degree from St Mary’s University, Min-
neapolis, MN with a post-Masters program in Educational 
Leadership at the George Washington University, where 
she earned her Principal Licensure. She is also member of 
the Kankouran West African dance company and Direc-
tor of the children’s dance program. Ateya talked about her 
personal and professional life with FAHARI.

Fahari: Did you, as a child, dream of becoming educator?

Ateya:  This question takes me back to my days as a young 
girl,growing up in the northeast quadrant of Washington, 
D.C. My childhood dream was to become a famous dancer. 

The STEMulus Project - Shining Light on Hidden Brilliance 

Ateya Ball-Lacy – 
Educator & Initiator
 of HoodSmart



I would often fantasize of traveling the world dancing be-
fore large audiences. I have always loved the arts! In fact, I 
attended Duke Ellington School of the Arts in Washing-
ton, D.C, where I studied dance. Attending an Arts high 
school was definitely a highlight of my academic career. 
After completing high school and going off to college,I be-
gan to develop a love for education. My grandmother, Edra 
Derricks was an amazing educator, who also had a great 
appreciation for the Arts. My love for dance and education 
allows me to have the best of both worlds. 

Fahari:  How did you come up with the idea of starting 
a reality TV project? 

Ateya: I can vividly remember going to the movies on two 
separate occasions and leaving with an empty, hallow feel-
ing deep down in my gut. After reflecting on the images 
that I saw, it occurred to me that all of the movies on the big 
screen depicted people of color, particularly African Ameri-
cans, in a negative light. There were no movies or television 
shows (fiction or reality) that embraced the richness and 
diversity of the Black experience. It was then that I decid-
ed to do something to change the narrative. Recognizing 
the psychological impact the media has on the developing 
mind, I set out to create Hood Smart: The Urban STE-
Mulus Project. An innovative TV reality show that would 
shift the focus from the negative images we often see of 
urban youth to highlighting and celebrating their academic 
and creative genius. I am very passionate about the state of 
our youth. As an educator, I encounter genius among young 
people every day, as well as the masking and posturing they 
feel is necessary by society’s expectations. As the creator of 
this show, my vision is to provide urban youth a platform 
to demonstrate, celebrate and ultimately emulate their aca-
demic prowess.

Fahari: Where did the name Hood Smart come from? 
Please explain the STEM concept?

Ateya: STEM (Science, Tech-
nology, Engineering & Math) are 
without a doubt, driving the eco-
nomic workforce in America and 
the world. We know that students 
who excel in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math are better 
equipped to compete globally. The 
fact of the matter is, there are so 
many young people sitting in ur-
ban American classrooms that are 
focused and driven. These students 
are taking AP Math courses, AP 
science courses. They are on the 
debate team, the robotics team. In spite of the very limited 

resources many of their school districts have, the generation-
al poverty and constant bombardment of negative images, 
they are excelling in STEM-related courses. These young 
people are beating the odds, and they are not an anomaly. 
This is what makes them ‘Hood Smart’! Being ‘HoodSmart’ 
is having the ability to define who you are and what you will 
become, in spite of the many systemic and environmental 
challenges you face. The name “HoodSmart”  acknowledges 
the resilience of an oppressed people with a unique history 
in America.   

Fahari: What is the current status of the reality TV 
project?

Ateya: Right now we are in the process of raising money to 
produce the first Season of the show. We recently launched 
an Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign for supporters and 
donors to make monetary contributions. 100% of the do-
nations will go towards production cost. Supporters of 
the show can go to https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/
hoodsmart-the-urban-stemulus-project-launch#/story.

Fahari:  What feedback did you get from the commu-
nity, stakeholders and professionals?

Ateya:  There has been an outpouring of support from 
students, parents, educators, artists and community mem-
bers. Everyone that we have encountered or who has had 
an opportunity to view the sizzle reel has expressed great 
excitement around the content of the show. Many people 
are attracted to the idea of combating the stigma of what it 
means to grow up in urban America. People of ALL back-
grounds are ready for a change. I must admit, initially I was 
a little nervous about how young people would respond to a 
show that steers away from the violence and buffoonery and 
focus on academics, intelligence. I was pleasantly surprised 
that they are among the most excited. They too, have grown 

tired of the narrative and are ready 
for a change.

Fahari:  How did being an 
educator impact your personal life? 

Ateya: Being an educator is defi-
nitely my passion, but being a 
mother is the most important job 
I will ever have. I have been mar-
ried 14 years.  My husband and I 
have an 11 year old daughter, who 
aspires to become an anesthesiolo-
gist.  While the role of an educator 
is essential to the overall develop-
ment of the student, parents have 

the most important role. For, we are the first teachers!

“These young people are beating the 
odds, and they are not an anomaly. 

This is what makes them 
‘Hood Smart’! 

Being ‘HoodSmart’ is having the 
ability to define who you are and 

what you will become, in spite of the 
many systemic and environmental 

challenges you face.”
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My role as an educator has had a great impact on my daugh-
ter’s life. In our home, reading is sacred. I read to my daugh-
ter the entire 9 months of my pregnancy. As a result, she has 
developed an uncompromising love for reading. She has a 
personal library of at least 100 books that she has read cover 
to cover.  We are very strategic around what she is exposed 
to. We recognize that today’s technology allows children to 
have access to so many things with the click of a button. We 
limit and monitor what she watches on television and the 
internet.  We have images in our home that reflect her cul-
ture and reinforce her beauty. Being a mother and an educa-
tor is not always easy. We have to be very intentional around 
how we balance home and work. The work we as parent-
educators are charged to do is not easy but the rewards are 
great. I would not want to be in any other profession. 

Apart from being an educator, Atyea is a dancer and mem-
ber of the world-renowned Kankouran West African Dance 
Company. Asked about  her role in the company, she replied: 
“I am a senior dance member of the world-renown Kank-
ouran West African Dance Company. Kankouran means 

‘the spirit lives on’ and was formed in 1983 by Artistic Di-
rector Assane Kounte and former Director of Music Abdou 
Kounta. I began studying under Assane Konta at the age of 
14 as part of the youth employment program, established by 
the late Mayor for Life: Marion Barry, which allowed me to 
earn my first paycheck doing what I loved to do. My job was 
to study African dance and perform on stages throughout 
the city. It was this experience that gave birth to my love 
for African dance. Today, over 25 years later, I am still with 
the company. In addition to serving as a senior performing 
dance member, I am the Director of the children’s dance 
program. 
Being a youth is the age of discovery and dreams. If given 
the opportunity to expose their intelligence, the youth will 
have the power to transform their nation into a better place 
and lead their fellow citizens into the right direction. Oth-
erwise, it will be a great wastage of human resources. We, 
therefore, believe that Ateya’s effort to contribute her share 
in building a generation for a better tomorrow deserves all-
rounded support. The best of luck to her reality TV project.



“Pottery and 
Sculpture are a 

way of life for me, 
NOT 

simply my job.”
 Linda Coward (Potter)



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Travel Channel 

 Spotlight On Aruba
 

Global Connections 

The smallest of the Dutch Caribbean islands, Aruba is a friendly and 
relaxing oasis just 15 miles off the coast of Venezuela. With one of the 
highest rates for repeat visitors, Aruba offers warm hospitality, perpetual 
sunshine and white, sandy beaches. Visitors can find tranquility on a 
secluded stretch of beach, explore the marine life of the Caribbean Sea, or 
take advantage of the island’s vibrant nightlife at its many casinos, clubs, 
bars and folk festivals. Whether here on your honeymoon, with family or as 
a singles getaway, odds are there is an Aruba vacation that fits your style. 
 
Located on the western end of the island, Oranjestad is Aruba’s capital and 
largest city. Pastel-colored Dutch colonial buildings line the main streets, 
along with a variety of restaurants, bars and markets. The downtown area 
and Seaport Village are the primary shopping areas on the island, where 
tourists can find everything from jewelry and clothing to perfume and 
electronics. The southern and western coasts of the island are where the 
majority of tourist activity can be found, as these regions are sheltered from 
the fierce ocean currents that tend to batter the northern and eastern rocky 
shores. 
 
All flights into Aruba will arrive into Reina Beatrix International Airport 
(AUA), located on the western side of the island. With no national airline, 
Reina Beatrix serves many American and international carriers, including 
American Airlines, Continental, Delta and Jet Blue. Aruba is also an 
extremely popular stop for cruises. Cruise ships dock in the Port of Aruba, 
located in Oranjestad, and visitors have easy access to the city center or 
neighboring beaches. For navigating around the island, there are taxis as 
well as car rentals. If renting a car or jeep, be aware of local traffic laws (for 
example, no right turn on red). 
 
Aruba enjoys a tropical marine climate with little seasonal temperature 
variation. It’s this perpetual summer that makes the island a prime 
destination to visit any time of the year. The near-constant sunshine and 82° 
F weather is coupled with light sea breezes off the Caribbean. The northern 
and eastern regions tend to receive harsher weather, including occasional 
harsher trade winds, yet overall, Aruba can be considered the perfect 
destination for dependable island weather. 
 
 

Brought to you by:  
 Islar Cleopatra

Author & Travel Professional 
C&G GLOBAL CONNECTIONS 

www.cgglobalconnections.com 
 

 

 
 

Vacations Are a Necessity – Not a Liability! 
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The smallest of the Dutch Caribbean islands, Aruba is a friendly and 
relaxing oasis just 15 miles off the coast of Venezuela. With one of the 
highest rates for repeat visitors, Aruba offers warm hospitality, perpetual 
sunshine and while, sandy beaches. Visitors can find tranquility on a se-
cluded stretch of beach, explore the marine life of the Caribbean Sea, or 
take advantage of the island’s vibrant nightlife at its many casinos, clubs, 
bars and folk festivals. Whether on your honeymoon, with family or as 
singles getaway, there is an Aruba vacation that fits your style.

Located on the western end of the island, Oranjestad is Aruba’s cap-
ital and largest city. Pastel-colored Dutch colonial buildings line the 
main streets, along with a variety of restaurants, bars and markets. The 
downtown area and Seaport Village are the primary shopping areas on 
the island, where tourists can find everything from jewelry and cloth-
ing to perfume and electronics. The southern and western coasts of the 
island are where the majority of tourist activity can be found, as these 
regions are sheltered from the fierce ocean currents that tend to batter 
the northern and eastern rocky shores.

All flights into Aruba will arrive into Reina Beatrix International Air-
port (AUA), located on the western side of the island. With no national 
airline, Reina Beatrix serves many American and international carriers, 
including American Airlines, Continental, Delta and Jet Blue. Aruba is 
also an extremely popular stop for cruises. Cruise ships dock in the Port 
of Aruba, located in Oranjestad, and visitors have easy access to the city 
center or neighboring beaches. For navigating around the island , there 
are taxis as well as car rentals. If renting a car or jeep, be aware of local 
traffic laws (for example, no right turn on red). 

Aruba enjoys a tropical marine climate with little seasonal tempera-
ture variation. It’s this perpetual summer that makes the island a prime 
destination to visit any time of the year. The near-constant sunshine and 
82 degree F weather is coupled with light sea breezes off the Caribbean. 
The northern and eastern regions tend to receive harsh weather, includ-
ing occasional harsher trade winds,yet overall, Aruba can be considered 
the perfect destination for dependable island weather.  



   
Dry Eyes, Computer Vision Syndrome
By:  Dr. Renee Bovelle – Ophthalmologist 

Most of you have heard the saying: “Your eyes are the windows to your soul.” But, your 
eyes are “the windows to your health!” The eyes are a unique organ that allow the oph-
thalmologist to see inside the human body. Many systemic illnesses, such as diabetes, 
cancer, auto immune disorder (when the body’s defense system attacks healthy tissues), 
arthritis, high cholesterol, multiple sclerosis and HIV/AIDS can  cause early changes in 
the eyes. Of course, other ocular conditions such as pyterigium (a white, fleshy growth 
across the cornea), glaucoma, macular degeneration (deterioration of the central retina 
resulting in severe blurry vision), presbyopia (need for reading glasses), astigmatism 
(blurry vision due to imperfection on cornea curvature), and cataract (clouding of the 
lens), computer vision syndrome and dry eye syndrome are treated by an ophthalmolo-
gist, as well. There is no such thing as being too young, too old or too healthy for an eye 
exam.

In the preceding articles, I have highlighted the cause and treatment of Glaucoma and 
Astigmatism. Today, I will dwell on Dry Eyes, Computer Vision Syndrome and the 
20-20-20 Rule.

Do your eyes feel gritty, tired or get red, watery and irritated? Do you have trouble wearing your contact lenses? If so, 
your eyes might not be making good quality tears for lubrication or you may have Sjogren’s Syndrome. People with Sjogren’s 
Syndrome  have decreased function or destruction of tear glands and the salivary glands. This results in severe dry eye and 
dry mouth. Dry Eye is one of the early signs and symptoms of Sjogren’s Syndrome,one of the most common auto-immune 
diseases. Dry Eye Syndrome may sound like more of a nuisance than a serious problem. But if syndrome may sound like 
more of a nuisance than a serious problem. If left untreated, severe cases of dry eye syndrome can result in permanent loss 
of sight. These include problems such as inflammation, infection and scarring of the eye surface. If you have dry eye syn-
drome, there are numerous treatments available to help protect your eyes and your sight. 

It is obvious that we use of electronic devices such as computers, laptops or smart phones at work, at home or anywhere 
else highly contributes to computer vision syndrome. To prevent this syndrome, you can use the 20-20-20 rule, which 
means look 20 feet in the distance for 20 seconds every 20 minutes. Use an anti-glare screen for your computers/laptops. 
Adjust your seat and the computer, so that you are looking slightly down at the computer rather than up.

About the Contributor: Dr. Renee Bovelle is a board-certified ophthalmologist and has performed thousands of LASIK, laser, 
ophthalmic, cataract and BOTOX procedures. Her commitment to excellence in ophthalmic training and surgical technique, coupled 
with her expertise with state-of-the -art technology, has enabled Dr. Bovelle to earn her patients’ confidence and trust. She offers 
both non-surgical and surgical treatments. Dr. Bovelle’s practice emphasizes disease prevention, wellness and patient education. 

 Dr. Renee Bovelle – Ophthalmologist 
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The Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
It is recognized as one of the world’s largest repositories for the documentation of the history and cul-

ture of people of African descent in Africa, the Americas and other parts of the world. Founded in 1914, 
the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center is located in Washington D.C’s Howard University campus. 
Apart from serving as the University’s major research facilities, the Center’s collections are widely used 
by museums and researchers throughout the world. 

The Moorland-Spingarn Center is named after Jesse Moorland (1863-1940) an 
African-American educator, philanthropist and Arthur B. Spingarn (1878-1971) 
a Jewish-American historian, lawyer and activist. The contribution of these two 
gentlemen to the creation of the center was immense by donating their private 

libraries. In 1914 Dr. Moorland donated his library, considered one of the most significant collections of 
materials, followed by the 1946 acquisition of Arthur Spingarn’s personal library by Howard University. 
The Center’s collections include 175,000 bound volumes, thousands of journals, periodicals, newspa-
pers; more than 17,000 feet of manuscript and archival collections, nearly 1000 audio tapes, hundreds 
of artifacts, 100,000 prints, photographs, maps and more. 

Interpreting Heritage through Fashion
African fashion industry is growing,with fashion designers starting to come into their own selling clothes that are both 

locally designed and produced for African consumers,as well as exporting to the international market. In his book, en-
titled “Connect with the Continent”, Terry Behan  acknowledged as an expert on the subject of branding, noted that 

both new and established designers from South Africa, Kenya, 
Senegal,Mali,Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia and Swaziland are showcas-
ing their works in London, Dubai, Miami and more. Terry Behan 
noted that the collective talent of African designers lies in their abil-
ity to be able to connect with their heritage and history and then, 
reinterpret and refresh it in a truly Afrocentric way.  Behan, who hails 
from Dublin, Ireland but has lived and worked in England, Greece, 
Germany and South Africa mentioned the economic upswing across 
the continent. He further emphasized that this has helped to restore 
cultural confidence, which is evidenced in the wide variety of talented 
designers producing thoroughly unique products with ranges that are 
selling out on the continent and further afield. “What is important 
to see,” Behan says,“ is how people across the length and breadth of 

the continent are reinterpreting their culture in refreshing ways. The 
culmination of a renewed appreciation for cultural history and a devel-
oped sense of national pride fueled by outstanding economic growth 
have created the necessary conditions for cultural modernization to flourish. 

Chase the Dream Culture, Arts & Beauty expresses pride on the ongoing progress by African designers to promote the 
Continent’s fashion industry. It fills our heart with joy to witness such significant move, most of all, the fact that they are 
interpreting their culture and heritage through their creations.

Hand-woven Tibeb attire, 
by Ethiopian designer 
Genet Kebede
Courtesy:  Paradise Fashion

   Arthur B. Spingarn

Jesse Moorland

African indigo fabric attire by 
Damili Africa designer Brenda 
Winstead
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“Cultural differences should not 
separate us from each other, but 
rather, cultural diversity brings 
a collective strength that can 
benefit all of humanity.”
Robert Alan Silverstein (1959-present)
American Author,social change activist
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“Aim Higher - Look Farther!”

Visit us:  www.chasethedream-web.com


